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Hip contact forces and muscle forces

158
The numerical HCFs obtained for each adopted power were compared against the HIP98 159 measurements in terms of relative variability (maximum difference between the cycle force 160 peak and the mean force peak divided by the mean force peak value) and relative deviation 161 considered in order to avoid cancellation due to opposite signs. The time shift between the 166 numerical and experimental peaks (calculated for the first peak and expressed in percentage of 167 the activity cycle) was also determined to assess the reliability of the peak time prediction. 168
In addition, the root mean square error (RMSE) and the Pearson's product-moment 169 correlation coefficient (R) were calculated for each simulated trial in order to globally assess the 170 model predictions and the similarity in shape of the HCFs profiles, as for a similar validation 171 focused on the upper limb (Nikooyan et al., 2010); ranges are provided for both parameters. 172
The estimated muscle forces were evaluated against activation profiles available in the 173 literature for level walking (Wootten et al., 1990; Perry, 1992) 
Results
176
A visual comparison between the calculated and the experimental resultant HCFs for 177 different values of p is provided in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 for level walking and stair climbing 178 respectively. When p = 1 and p = 2 the model both overestimates and underestimates the 179 HCFs compared to in vivo measurements, but the tendency is to progressively overestimate the 180 joint contact forces as p increases. This trend is clearly displayed in Fig. 4 where the average 181
HCFs peak values calculated for all the subjects are shown. 182
The numerical results of the simulations are available from Table 2 and Table 3. The  183 relative variability is on average below 12% for all recruitment criteria for both activities; the 184 relative deviation at experimental peak is on average minimum when p = 1 for walking (9.9%) 185 and p = 2 for stair climbing (7.8%), while the peak to peak mean deviation is monotonically 186 increasing with the objective function power starting from 18.8% for walking and 8.1% for stair 187
climbing. The RMSE values were at their lowest for p = 1 for walking and p = 2 for stair 188
climbing, but stronger correlation coefficients were found for p = 2 (walking: 0.90 ≤ R ≤ 0. When the function with the highest power is used (p = 15) the model overestimates the joint 221 contact force peak on average by 183.6% for walking and 159.4% for stair climbing (Table 2 and  222   Table 3 Table 1 General characteristic of patients and the recorded experimental trials available on the HIP98 database. Table 2 Results of the level walking simulations in terms of relative variability, relative deviation (calculated at the frame of experimental peak and between the numerical and experimental peak), peak time shift, range of the root mean square error (RMSE) and Pearson's correlation coefficient (p < 0.001 for all trials). The absolute value of the relative deviations was used when averaging the result of different trials. † indicates underestimation of the experimental peak determined with the arithmetical mean of the relative deviations.
* indicates delay of the numerical peak with respect to the experimental. Table 3 Results of the stair climbing simulations in terms of relative variability, relative deviation (calculated at the frame of experimental peak and between the numerical and experimental Table   Table 2 Subjects When a linear optimization criterion is adopted, only two bundles of vastus lateralis are recruited from the vasti muscles both for walking simulation (Fig. A) and stair climbing (Fig. B) ; the gastrocnemii are maximally activated during the propulsive phase of gait although the agonist soleus bundles (not represented in Fig. A) 
